
 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT CELL, CENTRAL RAILWAY 

Centralized Employment Notification No. 02/2018 for Level-1 posts 

DECLARATION OF PROVISIONAL PANEL PART-16 

1  Provisional panel of 18 candidates (Eighteen Candidates) for recruitment in posts in Level-1 of 

7th Central Pay Commission (CPC) Pay Matrix against Centralized Employment Notice No 02/2018 on 

Central Railway is attached herewith in ascending order of Registration numbers. This part panel is 

purely provisional and does not give any right to any candidate for job in Railways, if any malpractice is 

detected at any stage, their candidature will be terminated and the individual will be liable for criminal 

prosecution. 

 

2  The Computer Based Test (CBT) was conducted during the period 17/09/2018 to 17/12/2018 by 

Railway Recruitment Boards (RRBs). Physical Efficiency Test (PET) was conducted from 27/03/2019 to 

02/04/2019 at Ajni, Nagpur for non PwBD candidates. The Document Verification was conducted at 

RRC/WB on different dates starting from 23/04/2019, Candidates were sent for medical examination at 

Byculla/Kalyan/Bhusawal /Nagpur /Pune/Solapur Railway hospitals after the Document Verification. 

 

3.  The part panel is prepared on the basis of overall rank in Computer Based Test (CBT), post opted 

as per the application and fitness in medial categories for recruitment in posts in Level-1 of 7th Central 

Pay Commission (CPC) Pay Matrix. The seniority of the candidates selected will be decided later as per 

the merit position in the Panel which will be declared at a later stage. 

 

4. This is a provisional part panel and Registration numbers and names of some candidates have 

not been declared due to non-qualifying the medical examination in requisite medical standards/non 

availability of posts as per the medical fitness of candidates and whose case files are being referred to 

Finger Print Examiners / Govt. Examiners of Questioned Documents for expert opinion, and shall be 

declared later it found fit/authentic and fulfillment of all laid down requirements and other reasons. 

 

5. Allotment of posts and divisions shall be done in due course as per the options of posts subject 

to merit, medical fitness and availability of vacancies 

 

6.  While due care has been taken in preparing the result, RRC Central Railway reserves the right to 

make amendments to the provisionally declared panel at any subsequent stage. If any discrepancies or 

malpractices are noticed or brought to the notice of RRC/CR at any stage. RRC/CR reserves the right to 

rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/Printing mistakes and declare any candidate unsuccessful 

or delete the name of candidate from Chairman, RRC/CR in the matter shall be final and binding on the 

candidate 

7. The offer of appointment shall be sent separately by the respective units/divisions where the 

candidates are allotted. Appointment shall be done only after due verification as per extant rules. 

 

Date: 30/06/2022 

                                                                                                                                            Chairman/RRC  

                                                                                                                                            Central Railway 



 

 Sr.NO. Registration No. Roll Number 

1 2480190944 242133040420006 

2 2480208609 242071096940010 

3 2480266929 242151083660014 

4 2480419431 242099006730001 

5 2480506453 242007083660005 

6 2480506649 242027094070006 

7 2480653795 242007082120026 

8 2480666650 242073080030149 

9 2480917842 242067083200046 

10 2481172339 242091079450008 

11 2481178516 242033113790002 

12 2481187971 242131084510012 

13 2481188233 242071113790002 

14 2481219376 242047095170008 

15 2481243977 242133113380003 

16 2481267457 242123079410033 

17 2481372385 242022079360095 

18 2481377950 242058092610010 

                                        (Total 18 Candidates) 

 

 

 

 

 


